
 

Utagoe 2.0 Vocal Ripper 65

This is a program for converting the vocals of songs into text using libttspico, and for converting the texts of songs into sound using gettext-tools. This program does not support multi-channel audio, use the old version. There are no other differences between these two versions. This is a new version of Utagoe2. The vocal ripper part is improved to be able to extract vocals from songs with more than 2
chnnels, such as VOCALOID songs. The user interface has been changed, and extra functions have been added.

(=VOCALOID) [English] (=VOCALOID) [Italiano] (=VOCALOID) [Deutsch] (Old version of Utagoe2) [English]

An article was written in the non-technical language for introducing this program. It has about 50 words. A detailed explanation is given in the technical language. This is for people who are interested in programming. It has about 4000 words. 

Utagoe2 was reviewed on PuniePuri, a Japanese software review website.

Utagoe2 was reviewed on Kansai Soft Bank Labo, a Japanese software review website. The reviewer said that this program is perfect because it can convert many languages to Japanese, it can also convert MIDI files to sound files, and it is open-source so it can be improved by the users themselves if they need any improvements. The reviewer of 5pb said that this program is perfect for people who are
interested in programming or in converting lyrics of songs into sound.

Utagoe2 was reviewed on Getchu, a Japanese software review website. The reviewer said that this program is perfect because it can convert many languages to Japanese, it can also convert MIDI files to sound files, and it is open-source so it can be improved by the users themselves if they need any improvements. 

Utagoe2 was reviewed on Nihon Falcom fansite "Falcom World" . The reviewer said that this program has many functions and any of the functions are very useful for advanced users. 

Utagoe2 was reviewed on Getchu, a Japanese software review website. The reviewer said that this program is good for anyone who wants to extract the vocals of a song.

Utagoe2 was reviewed on Windows Club, a Japanese online computer magazine. The reviewer said that this program is good because it can extract the vocals of a song from VOCALOID songs, which cannot normally be done by common programs. The reviewer also praised how this program is open-source and can be improved by users themselves if they need any improvements.
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